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LISANDRO ALONSO
A young talent from Argentina, Lisandro Alonso’s
first feature LA LIBERTAD (2001) was chosen for the
Festival de Cannes (Un Certain Regard). His most
recent productions, LOS MUERTOS (2004) and FANTASMA
(2006), were also invited to Cannes, premiering in
the Director’s Fortnight.
Born in Buenos Aires in 1975, Lisandro Alonso studied
at the Universidad del Cine (FUC) and co-directed
in 1995 with Catriel Vildosola his first short film
Dos en la Vereda (1995). After working as assistant
sound engineer in many short films and a few features
and as assistant director of Nicolas Sarquis for
his film SOBRE LA TIERRA, Lisandro Alonso returned to
directing, making his first feature. In 2003 he founded
4L, a production company based in Buenos Aires, to
produce his own films.

SYNOPSIS

CAST

CREW

In the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, Farrel asks the captain of the
freighter he works on for permission to go ashore once they reach the
port of Ushuaia, the southernmost town of Argentina. Farrel wants to
return to his birthplace and see if his mother is still alive. For the
past twenty years he has worked as a seaman. He drinks to oblivion,
pays the women he sleeps with, has no friends. Having reached the
cluster of snow-covered houses where he grew up, Farrel discovers his
mother is indeed still living but someone else has become part of the
family.

Farrel Juan Fernandez
Analia Giselle Irrazabal
Trujillo Nieves Cabrera

Director Lisandro Alonso
Screenplay writer Lisandro Alonso,
Salvador Roselli
Cinematographer Lucio Bonelli
Sound Catriel Vildosola
Music Flormaleva
Art Director Gonzalo Delgado
Montage Lisandro Alonso,Fernando
Epstein, Martin Mainoli, Sergi Dies
A Production of 4L (Argentina),
Fortuna Films (NL), Slot Machine (F)
IN Co-Production with Eddie Saeta
(E), Black Forest Films (D)
With Support from INCAA, Hubert
Bals Fund, Rotterdam IFF, World
Cinema Fund, Programa IBERMEDIA

DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS
For me a script or a treatment is a sort of guide. A guide that helps
me to structure a scene before we start shooting a scene, or what I
find in a natural location and what I remember of the people and their
gestures when I first met them. What I manage to see in others is always
more intriguing to me than what came out of my own head.
All I wanted to do is film as the days go by, establish a relationship
with the protagonist and the crew and just let things emerge as time
passed. Unlike the previous films we made which were shot in four weeks
or less, we spent more time, a couple of months, in the middle of the
winter, near the southernmost city in the world, in the midst of the
cold, the snow, the forest and the sea, in the company of an alcoholic
that returns after twenty years to see if his mother is still alive.
A man who works in cargo vessels traveling from one place to another,
from North to South, from East to West, all thoughts revolving around
the boat, its inhabitants and the ocean around them.
What interests me in Farrel, the main character, is what he gets from
the world he lives in, his submission, his loneliness, his lack of
motivation and his lack of hope that something might change, that his
life might be different, that he might have the possibility of relating
to someone without distrust, without thinking he will be ill-treated.
I would like to try and see what goes on in his head full of dark,
blurred memories and hangovers.

Technical Data
Format 35 mm / 1:1,85 /
Colour / Dolby Digital
Length 84 min
Original Language Spanish
Subtitles English
I wanted to follow the steps of someone running to hide away when he
sees someone approaching, who does not want to communicate, who wants
to be on his own, and whose single unsettled debt is with his mother,
who can barely breath and who cannot communicate with others anymore.
I would like to film his face when he learns that he has a new, very
close relative, younger than him, who lives in the same town and sleeps
with anyone to survive and who supports his mother. And in the end I
would like to see if that encounter can change the way he lives, if
those two people will let themselves feel something they have never
felt for anyone else before, if finding a relative whose existence they
were not aware of can change their view of the world. I would like to
know if Farrel can look her in the eye. I would like to know what Farrel
did to his mother.

